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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Brent King <brentkinglmt@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 9:48 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wiser's Development 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
I have operated a business in downtown Lake Oswego for more than a decade and have felt 
(and enjoyed) firsthand the small-town atmosphere of our city. I fear we are about to lose 
that magic to special interests, overcrowding, and megabuildings. I urge you to do 
everything in your power to uphold existing codes and maintain a family friendly village 
ambiance here in Lake Oswego. 
 
Thanks, 
Brent King LMT   
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Cindy Flora <cinflora@aol.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 10:00 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block

 
It's simply too big for our town. I would support a building on a smaller scale. Downtown LO is already too congested.  
 
Cindy Flora 
17332 Lake Haven Dr 
Lake Oswego, OR 97035 
Sent from my iPad 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Walter A North <janorth@q.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 10:46 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Development

 
Please record and report our strong opposition to the latest proposed design for the Wizer Development.  We believe 
that it is not in compliance with the requirements of our LO Code in terms of "village" character and priority for retail 
and commercial use for this development. The preponderance of apartments, the massive scale, and the "utilitarian" 
style of the proposed design result in it being repulsive, rather than charming and inviting.  We deserve and demand 
better!  We are currently residents of Lake Oswego, and have been since 1975. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
WA Jerry & Ann North 
1218 South Cherry Lane 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Marti Long <sethandmarti@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 11:15 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer

City officials‐ 
Please don't approve the Wizer plan in the current form.  It's too large and will result in horrible traffic. 
 
Marti Long 
 
Sent from my phone  
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: clement@involved.com
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:43 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: No to the current Weizer block development proposal

Dear City of Lake of Oswego, 
 
This is to show my support to stop the current proposal with 207 apartments. 
 
Clement Lallement 
LO resident 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: JoAnn Slickers <jaslickers@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:49 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Weizer Block

My husband and I would like to register our opinion that the current proposal for block 137 is not the 
right plan for the village of Lake Oswego.  While the revised plan is an improvement, it is still too 
dense on residential space and too light on retail space.  We believe the current plan will ruin the 
village ambiance and negatively impact the village for all time.  We feel that any plans for this site 
should be in the nature of what is already in the village.  We would like to see more retail shops and 
restaurants with park like surroundings that will fit in the village milieu.  The Millennial Park needs to 
remain available for all citizens of Lake Oswego and not become the back yard  for this project. There 
is already ample population to support more retail space without adding the population density that 
this current plan would bring.  Please think of the future of the village and turn down this plan. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Sincerely yours, 
 
Ken and Jo Ann Slickers 
14204 Kimberly Circle 
Lake Oswego, OR 97035 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Thomas Ruddy <tjruddy@easystreet.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 1:05 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block

We are twenty six year residents of L.O. Please include our names with those who are opposed to 
the current proposal before the Planning Commission as being entirely inappropriate for the area. 
Among other things, it would "suffocate" Millennium Park and the neighborhood! 
 
Tom Ruddy 
Joan Ruddy 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Jennifer Nelson <jennifer51@me.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 2:06 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wiser Block

I am opposed to the proposal to build 207 apartments in downtown Lake Oswego. I have lived in 1st Addition for the 
past 28 years and have watched as house after house is torn down and 2 are put in it's place.  When I moved here in 
1986 15 people lived on my street of 1 block now there are 25!   
 
I just can't imagine the traffic impact, the crowds and the animals that 207 apartments would bring.  This is NOT good 
for our city. 
 
I am also opposed to giving this project "special treatment" when it comes to following the rules set forth by the building 
department.  I had to follow all the rules when renovating my home and was not given any wiggle room. These building 
regulations are there for everyone to follow not for the committee to pick and choose who has to follow them and who 
doesn't. 
 
Build something that is fine but not the monstrosity that is proposed. 
 
Just because you can doesn't mean you should!!!! Please think about what all the community wants not just the super 
rich ones!!!!!! 
 
 
Jennifer Nelson 
Lake Oswego resident 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Kathryn Christy <kathryn_1@comcast.net>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 2:43 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: The Wizer Block

Do build it, but build it smaller 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Shawn West <shawn.west76@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 4:02 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: reject Wizer plan

I am unable to attend the Monday night hearing. Please uphold the 1986 downtown development plan of creating a 
compact shopping district not a large scale residential project. No exceptions to community code standards should be 
granted. No allowances for ground floor residential units. Find a developer that will stick to the vision of our city 
planners. I agree with the LO Review Opinion Column , July 17.Reject this plan! 
Shawn West 
First Addition Resident. 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Ann Hadley <starstwinkleandshine@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 6:29 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer development proposal-NO!!

Hi Leslie, 
We love the community here and are completely opposed to the scale and nature of the proposed development. 
Ann and Dick Hadley 
Orchard Springs Road 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: cdebbill@comcast.net
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 4:42 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: 200 + Apartments- Way Too Many!

Debra Cruise  
1648 Laurel Street 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
  
July 20, 2014 
  
To Whom It May Concern: 
  
I am totally opposed to the current plans to develop the Wizer Blocks. I find the claim that traffic will 
not be affected to be disingenuous at  
best. I have lived and worked in this town for years, and have seen the traffic congestion worsen each 
year to the point it is now- where we sit through light after light, with cars backed up for blocks. To say 
that 202 apartments located right in the heart of our downtown core will not affect us is laughable. 
This will probably add at least 300 cars to the mix. I already avoid shopping downtown in the summer 
months, as it's nearly impossible to find a parking spot close in, and my husband is a disabled 
veteran. 
I suggest you move your high density apartment complex to your infamous West End Building site. 
This would be a much better fit. Also, I do not believe for a minute the people you intend to dwell in 
your proposed apartments will shop in the downtown Lake Oswego area other than occasionally. 
They'll be in their cars headed for the mall. 
  
Thank You, 
  
Debra L. Cruise 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: waterman <will.rae@comcast.net>
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 7:23 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block Redevelopment

I will be out of town this coming week or would be at the meeting to discuss this development plan.  My vote continues 
to be “NO”.  
#1.  It does not fit the current building code and therefore is illegal.  That, in itself, should be enough to stop any 
consideration of this current plan. 
#2.  The number of residential units is too many for this location.  AND, the plan does not allow for enough parking for 
all the residents. 
#3.  I live in the First Edition area.  I have not met one neighbor, friend, or acquaintance in this area that is in favor of this 
project.  
 
All of that makes me wonder who is driving this project, who is benefiting financially for an illegal project, and why such 
a large number of us are NOT being listened to.   
Rae Waterman 
610 7th Street 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: KAY DePree <kdpree@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 9:38 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Home.

 
The studies and "facts" have been repeated ad nauseum. 
I've been, to the meetings, watched the broadcasts 
This is not just an economic opportunity, it is also home to those of us in the neighborhood. 
Small is better. 
The proposed development would lead to the complete loss of this little area. 
Few debate the need for an update. Scale is the operative concept to development. 
 
Common sense would be amazing. 
Where are the big benefactors when we need them? 
 
 
Please resist thrashing our neighborhood in the name of economic development. 
 
This is home to many, a a money-making opportunity to a few. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
' 
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I am adamantly opposed to the revised Wizer Block proposal. I note that the latest editorial by 

the editorial staff of the Lake Oswego Review stated their opposition to the proposed plan 

indicating that it would be a huge mistake and permanently change the character of Lake 

Oswego. I agree with them. The citizens of L.O. do not want a high density apartment complex 

that is only suitable for an urban environment foisted on them by a developer that does not 

even live in Lake Oswego.  

 Attached are letters I submitted to the Lake Oswego review in opposition to the original 

proposal that still apply to the revised proposal. Please do not make the mistake of approving 

this insane and hugely inappropriate development that would forever doom our beautiful small 

town environment and its culture to a future of URBAN development with all the noise, traffic, 

parking hassles, crime and general unpleasantness that now characterizes the beloved city of 

Portland that I grew up in. We can still have development of the Wizer block that is done right. 

This proposal is not.   

 

Roger L. Rollins 

17621 Lake Haven Dr. 

Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035 

(503) 635-2468 

RLRollins@comcast.net 

 

 

Letter to the L.O. Review 

   Over the years whenever I have sold an automobile I’ve made it a point to ask for 

identification from the other party to confirm they were who they said they were.  Just good 

practice in money matters.  Since the proposed Wizer block development calls for 

approximately 6 million dollars in taxpayer subsidies, one would hope  that the  city council 

when weighing this high density apartment complex proposal would apply the same due 

diligence. I believe the public deserves full disclosure regarding who would benefit from this 

largess.   

   I am not talking about simply disclosing the name of the developer, the carefully crafted name 

of his development company, and the architectural firm.  But instead, a full list of all parties 

mailto:RLRollins@comcast.net
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that stand to benefit including individual investors, silent partners, overseas governments, 

banks, hedge funds, or whatever.  Also, it would also be interesting to know how many, if any, 

local “consultants” were employed, or gifted with promises of work, out of the L.O. population 

to try to influence Neighborhood Association’s surveys, or overall public opinion. Yes, I know 

many would say this is a privacy issue, or that it is an unrealistic expectation. Nevertheless, with 

the carefully worded advertisements, and proliferation of non-L.O. resident letters to the L.O 

Review touting this proposal, one can sense that the moneyed few are desperate to convince 

the public that this will be a good thing.  Sorry, but I don’t agree. The increased traffic, parking 

congestion, noise, trash, and negative impact on Millennium Park and local small businesses, let 

along the precedent it sets for future proposals, all spell a huge setback to our village 

atmosphere. If you have any illusions about this high density apartment complex being a 

solution for seniors wanting to down size, I challenge the developer to have the courage to 

publish the anticipated rental fees for these units. I question how many seniors on semi, or 

totally, fixed incomes will forgo a condo or town house for a high priced apartment, with all the 

instability of transient neighbors, rising rental fees, and the whim of a landlord. Let’s be candid. 

This is a high density apartment complex designed for maximum profit to the developers, that 

benefits hugely from its location in the heart of the city, with little or no benefit, and a great 

deal of potential downside, to the public at large.  

letter to L.O. review 

There is a saying among professional lobbyists that “everyone has their price”. In other 

words, if there are enough zeros behind the largess to be doled out, be it money, in kind 

products or services, virtually anyone can be persuaded to vote against what seemingly 

would be in the interest of the majority. That saying comes to mind with the Wizer Block 

proposal rework as it wends its way through the DRC and ultimately the city council.  Now, as 

the developer returns to seek approval of the previously rejected proposal, with only slight 

revisions, it would be good to keep that saying, and some basic facts in mind.  The facts are 

simple: 

1) The majority of L.O. citizens do not want greater density in L.O., and certainly not in 

the downtown area where streets, traffic, and parking cannot support it.  

2) The majority of L.O. citizens do not want Millennium Park ruined by a large complex of 

apartment dwellers, that are minimally invested in the community, next to it. This was 

affirmed by the votes of the Evergreen neighborhood association and the collective 

L.O. neighborhood associations.  

3) Long established plans for the Wizer block specify primarily a commercial 

development, not residential. 



4) The last election send a clear message that citizens were upset with a mayor and city 

council that steadfastly refused to listen to the citizenship. 

If anyone doubts these facts, I challenge the city to perform a truly unbiased survey of the 

citizenship on this proposal. While some would believe the developer has made a good faith 

effort to modify the proposal to eliminate citizen concerns, my reaction is that it is still hugely 

inappropriate. If one lops off the ears of an elephant, it is still an elephant.  

Despite the voices of political consultants eager to have a signature project, architects 

working with the developer, business owners that stand to benefit from greater east end 

density, city staff steeped in the ideology of urban density for everyone, and moneyed local 

investors that stand to profit directly, this project has been stopped, at least temporarily, by 

the growing awareness of the citizens at large. I urge all L.O. citizens to remain engaged and 

cognizant of these facts, as the Wizer proposal rework is presented to the DRC on July 21st.   
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: tatro4960@comcast.net
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 4:50 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block redevelopment

I cannot be at the meeting to testify, but as a Lake Oswego resident who loves our city and the quality 
of life found here, I must go on record as strongly opposing the most recent plan for redevelopment. It 
is absolutely too big, too dense to allow for continued enjoyment of  the development that has 
preceeded-Millenium Park, Lakeview Village, quality streets with manageable parking, etc.. If this 
plan is approved, it will change the quality of life in Lake Oswego forever. This dense a plan does not 
belong in the middle of an already somewhat congested downtown. Millenium Park will be the 
backyard for these apartments, for their children, dogs, bicycles and toys. It will no longer be equally 
accessible to the rest of the town or attractive as a venue site. Merchants in surrounding stores and 
restaurants will lose business due to congestion. This residential plan is more appropriate outside of 
the core downtown area. Development should enhance our community's current quality of life and 
infrastructure, not throw it away in the name of progress. 
 
Bonnie Tatro 
1690 Woodland Terrace 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Rick Kappler <rickk@sunsetforest.com>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 6:30 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Save the village

Please make the Wizer block into a park with oak, pine, and cedar trees. 
  
Rick Kappler 
Sunset Forest Products 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Margaret Conacher <maggie.conacher@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 9:12 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block Development

Hello. 
 
John and I have attended all the meetings from the beginning and seen the plan evolving for the development of the 
Wizer Block. 
 
We are in agreement that the present proposal is still unacceptable and feel that despite the tweakings and adjustments 
(however well intended) show that really the people who live in the area are pretty much being ignored.  
 
The basic changes such as height of buildings still needs to be addressed.  Also the shortage of parking spaces.  The area 
already has problems whenever there is an event in the City and parking  will become more difficult because of the 
increase in the numbers of people residing in the new buildings.  We also think that those numbers still need to be 
reduced. 
 
The plan has been improved modestly but not enough. 
 
Therefore, despite the fact that we are look forward to redevelopment in the downtown area this particular building 
project is not the answer. 
 
We therefore say NO to the present design on the grounds of height, density and lack of parking. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Maggie and John Conacher 
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Dear Commissioners, 
 
As a resident of Lake Oswego, I want to go on record as opposing 
the proposed project for Block 137. The mass, bulk and overall 
size of the proposal is contrary to the careful development that 
has already occurred in our beautiful downtown. While the 
project may meet some of the adopted codes, the Commission 
has discretion when it comes to the mass and siting of the 
buildings. The proposed buildings are way out of scale for our 
village downtown. These are "big box" complexes with fancy 
facades – precisely what a ‘village’ is not.  Please either reject the 
proposal or have the applicant return with a much scaled down 
version. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Casie Kromm 
Lake Oswego, OR 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Tim Boot <timboot@mac.com>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 6:46 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Cc: Sherry Kuntz; gstein@lakeoswegoreview.com
Subject: Opposed to Wizer Block

To whom it may concern: 
 
Unfortunately I am out of the country on business and cannot attend the hearing tonight, please consider this 
letter and present it to the Review Board and City Council. 
 
I am seriously concerned with the Wizer Block Redevelopment, while am a strong supporter or real estate 
development within our community, the scale, size and look of this project is dramatically out of sync with the 
small town feel of Lake Oswego. The number of units in this development is far too high, this number may be 
appropriate for downtown Portland, but not Lake Oswego. The size and height of this project is also far too 
large. The elevation on A and First streets looms over the the surround areas, blocking light and changing the 
vertical character of the area. I work in international architecture and have seen throughout my career, 
significant missteps in development that permanently alter the community detrimentally. 
 
The City must stop this project. The City must also adjust its regulations to discourage projects that are not in 
balance with the city character in the future. I propose that buildings be no higher than 3 stories, and heights at 
the property line be restricted to 45 feet. Studies should also be made to restrict the number of residential units 
within a city block or defined area. 
 
Please seriously consider this plee. Allowing grossly out-of-character, projects to be developed will 
permanently change the character of this charming city which is such a wonderful place to live and raise a 
family as well as maintaining exceptional and growing property values. 
 
Best, 
 
Tim Boot 
1250 Andrews Rd. 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
 
h. 503.675.5081 
m. 310.200.4873 
timboot@mac.com 
 

 Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Diane Palmer <d-palmer@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 6:47 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Wizer Block

Please, please do not let this massive project be built in our beautiful village.  I really don’t understand why it is even 
being considered. 
Visit “A” Avenue around three in the afternoon, steady stream of cars.  We do not need 207 plus more people trying to 
get home to add to the already 
traffic jam. 
NO to Wizer Block. 
D. Palmer 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Reynolds, Janice
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:11 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block

 
 

From: Dillinger, Barbara  
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 4:01 PM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Subject: FW: Wizer Block 

 
 
 

From: Candy Smith [mailto:candy_smith2@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: Dillinger, Barbara 
Subject: Wizer Block 

 
Hello Development Review Commission, 
 
This email was in my draft folder and realized it was never sent: 
I am a resident of First Addition and would like to take the time to thank you for listening to the people 
of Lake Oswego regarding the development of the Wizer Block.  Our neighbors on First Street were 
pleased to read that the DRC  felt the proposal was not in keeping with the Lake Oswego Village 
character.  I, myself, greatly appreciate your commission for upholding the redevelopment codes 
consequently preserving our village atmosphere in Lake Oswego. 
 
The majority of Lake Oswego residents is to maintain our picturesque downtown area. 
 
 
Below is my response to the Kessi proposal to the Wizer Block buildings: 
 
First of all, it is offensive when they talk about 'our' Village.  None of them actually reside in Lake 
Oswego.  It seems they are attempting to make our lovely downtown area similar to The Pearl. Below 
are my reasons for the need for a greater change for this new structure: 
 
The Wizer proposal is three (3) times as large as Lake View Village.  The Wizer Block is part of the 
"compact shopping district" which was designated for mixed use retail and 30-70 apartments or a 
small hotel with shops, restaurants or a library and shops. The vision was not for a high density 
apartment complex (207) with just 13% retail. It seems this is a residential apartment complex in our 
retail core. Envision adding 207 plus more cars to our downtown area at any given time of day.  I 
believe it would not invite people to shop in the area  also some of the apartment parking is to be on 
the street.  What about people who would like to park, shop and attend events at Millennium Park, 
where will they park? 
 
Lake View Village is 2-3 stories tall with peaks. The St. Honore building peaks at 41.5 ' while the 
opposite Wizer corner would peak at 58'. This would feel very closed in and entirely too tall. Can you 
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imagine sitting outside at Zeppo or Pete's in the summer with no sunshine coming through?  Zeppo, 
in particular, has such a wonderful outside seating area. 
 
Lake View Village is 6 distinct buildings with gathering spaces, The Wizer complex is 3 massive 
buildings with fronts of 180' long. Our code calls for small scale structure. The Lake Oswego code 
defines character as a community of small scale structures that appear and operate like a traditional 
small town.  
 
The Wizer proposal has no green space for pets living in the apartments. Possibly 400 residents and 
up to 150 dogs could take over our village square and Millennium Park. Can you imagine what that 
would be like? 
 
First Addition is an award winning cottage community and this develoment would truly affect the 
quality of living, the traffic and will set a precedent for future downtown development. 
 
As a resident of the First Addition for over 14 years I ask that you read our letters and listen to our 
people of Lake Oswego then request a change in this development that is more fitting for our small 
town.  Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Candy Smith 
624 First St. 
Lake Oswego, OR  97034 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Karen Morrow <morrow.karen@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:17 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Fwd: Wizer Block Development Plan

 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Karen Morrow <morrow.karen@comcast.net> 
Date: July 21, 2014 at  
Subject: Wizer Block Development Plan 

Please have this letter submitted to the DRC.  
 
As a resident of First Addition in Lake Oswego, I would like to express my disapproval of the 
revised plans for the Wizer Block Development. I cannot believe the city is even considering a 
plan of such massive size for our village. City code defines construction to be of small scale 
structures, keeping the village flavor. This massive complex doesn't even come close to meeting 
that definition. The number of square feet and the density of apartments far exceeds anything in 
the area. There are no green areas associated with the complex. The overload on Millenium Park 
usage will have a detrimental effect on our beautiful park and surrounding area. The developer 
has "downsized" the scale of the plan by downsizing the #of parking spaces under the building 
and moving them out on the surface streets thus adding further to congestion and parking 
shortages created by such a massive development. The Wizer Block is part of a designated 
"compact shopping district" for mixed retail use and 30-70 housing units. The Kessi project with 
its 207 apartment units and only 13% proposed retail space does NOT meet these parameters.  
I urge our city council, planning department, and development review commission to listen to the 
residents of our village and just say NO to Kessi and this development plan.  
Sincerely, 
Karen Morrow 
452 5th St  
Lake Oswego 97034 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Reynolds, Janice
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:24 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block 137

 
 

From: Bdbarzler@aol.com [mailto:Bdbarzler@aol.com]  
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 5:38 PM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Subject: Wizer Block 137 

 
This is to inform you of my objection to the proposed plan as is,  regarding Wizer Block. 
  
I have lived in Oswego for 37 years and this is the first time I have voiced an opinion  on a subject, although Was tempted 
many times believe me. I am 85 yrs old. I know and like the Wizers.  I have read with much interest the pros and cons of 
this proposal and the clear presentations given. I myself have waivered back and forth. I am however,  truly convinced this 
is not the place for too many apartment units. Other people have made a great case for the same idea  in print. 
Thank  you for this opportunity to take part in voicing my thoughts on the subject.  Good Luck!! 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Dolores Barzler 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Reynolds, Janice
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:24 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Comments on Wizer Block 137 review

 
 

From: scblau@comcast.net [mailto:scblau@comcast.net]  
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 11:49 PM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Cc: Dillinger, Barbara 
Subject: Comments on Wizer Block 137 review 

 
Please submit the following comments to the Design Review Commission. 
 
I am currently our of town and cannot go to the DRC hearing on the Proposed development of the 
Wizer block. 
 
My name is Scott Blau.  I live at 314 2nd Street in Lake Oswego. 
 
As a resident who lives across the street from the Wizer block, I am very disappointed that the current 
development has progressed as far as it has.  Many years ago the local residents planned that block 
137 would be mainly for commercial development that would create a part of the business anchor for 
this part of downtown Lake Oswego.  The currently proposed development is still mostly a large 
apartment building with some commercial space included.  I believe that the number of people that 
would occupy this block is too large for our village character.   
 
I am very troubled by the proposal that claims 26 on street parking spaces as part of what they call 
meeting their requirements for enough available parking.  The lack of on street parking that this would 
mean would have a very negative impact on our livability.  We already have friends who currently do 
not like to visit here because of the on street parking situation during weekdays and on Saturday 
mornings.   
 
We moved to downtown LO because of the village feel.  The development, as proposed, would end 
up making our neighborhood more 'urban' than 'village'. 
 
My wife and I would like to see the type of development that has been visualized for this block for 
many years:  a strong retail core with perhaps 30 to 70 housing units included. 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Reynolds, Janice
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:28 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block Project - NO!

 
 

From: Patricia Prado [mailto:pkprado@comcast.net]  
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Subject: Wizer Block Project ‐ NO! 
 
Dear Development Review Commission: 
Please enter this e-mail in the record of the Commission. 
 
Please, please stop the massive development project on the Wizer Blocks. Or, at least have it significantly 
downsized and reworked. 
This scope and size of this ill-conceived development does not fit with the village, small town feel that Lake 
Oswego has spent years (and millions of dollars) to put forward.  Surely you can come up with a smaller 
scale new urbanism project that would not stand like a Manhattan Monolith in the middle of our town. 
Two floors of underground parking sound like a nightmare and 200 rental units are unsupportable.  The 
ensuing traffic congestion, already a concern, would be horrible. 
I live in Lake Oswego and am a volunteer with the Farmers Market, as well as a member of Friends of the 
Lake Oswego Library. The project would, I believe, destroy Millennium Park events such as the Farmers 
Market, concerts, private events, and just plain enjoyment of local citizens.   
 
Who is pushing this project? Why are you continuing full bore with it?  The projects bears an unsavory 
resemblance to the Foothills Development which the previous council attempted to foist upon the public. 
I plan to attend the hearing on July 21. 
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.  
 
 

Patty Prado 
pkprado@comcast.net 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Reynolds, Janice
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:32 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block

 
 

From: Sharon Axtell [mailto:sharona@pcasafety.com]  
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 5:01 PM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Subject: Wizer Block 
 
The DRC’s evaluation of the proposed Wizer Block proposal has been thorough, rational and fair. Approval of the project 
as revised will allow the greed of a few individuals to trump rational thought and the will of this community.  A smaller, 
appropriately‐designated project will enhance rather than permanently destroy the livability of our beautiful city. Thank 
you. 
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Dear Chair Needham and Members of the Commission, 

 

Thank you for taking time read our concerns and opposition to the proposed development of Block 137.  

Though we are for the redevelopment of this block, we find the proposal as is stands unacceptable for 

the following reasons: 

 The length of each of the three buildings is nearly the length of a football field (Building A=256’; 

Building B=270’; Building C=256’). Is this really the siting and massing envisioned for downtown? 

Couldn’t each building be bifurcated, creating 6 buildings? This would create more retail 

corners/windows and provide additional pedestrian access to the North‐South “pedestrian 

street” located in the core of the property. The separation into two buildings each for A, B, and 

C would reduce the mass of the structures and make them more compatible with the size of the 

other structures in downtown and with the village streetscapes. 

 

Section 50.05.004 on Building Siting and Massing address architectural materials and styles 

desired for downtown. Shouldn’t the evaluation criteria of the Code for building siting and 

massing strive to achieve the vision enunciated in the definition of “village character?” Surely 

the criteria must lead to achieving the Code’s definition of “village character” or why have the 

definition at all?  

 

It is also interesting to note that this proposal would not even fit on a block in downtown 

Portland. 

 

 Shouldn’t the terminus of the interior North‐South “Pedestrian Street” (as labeled on the site 

plan) be a public place (aka A Avenue) rather than the back door to the private residential entry 

lobby? Shouldn’t the North‐South “Pedestrian Street” be wider? A check with staff reveals that 

in some places, due to the stone planters fronting the westerly facing units of Building C and the 

individual landscaped pots to be placed within 20’ wide “pedestrian Street” corridor, the actual 

“practical” pedestrian passage in some locations is 11’. 

 

Couldn’t it be required that there be a wider North‐South pedestrian way be wider and connect 

to A Avenue? This connection would eliminate the proposed northern terminus of the 

“pedestrian street” being at the back entry to the residential lobby. A connection would also 

eliminate the lobby fronting on A Avenue; lobbies are “dead zones” and do not energize a 

streetscape. (The same “dead zone” area is proposed on First Street and it too should be 

remodeled and placed in the interior of the project site with access for residents limited to the 

backside of the buildings rather than via two main “market streets” in the downtown—A avenue 

and First Street.) 

 

The pedestrian way at the four‐story Riverplace in Portland (apparently illustrated in LO Code 

Section 50.11.001, Figure 7) has 25.6’ public walkway fronting the Harborside restaurant. With 

the outdoor dining tables, the “practical” pedestrian passage is 18.6’ from the front of the 

eatery to the row of tables nearest the restaurant. As mentioned. Staff has measured the North‐

South passage as 11’ in some locations.  
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 Does a project of this size effectively preclude in the future the significant redevelopment of the 

other two “compact shopping district” blocks by consuming too much road/intersections 

capacity? While the traffic study for this project indicates there will be a modest increase in 

trips, is there going to be sufficient capacity for Blocks 48 and 49 individually to eventually 

redevelop? 

 

 The City Code states that new buildings in this zone should be two to three stories in height and 

may have a fourth if specific conditions are met. Allowing all three buildings to be four stories 

seems to enhance the fact that this development is oversized for this location and makes its 

compatibility to the blocks 136 and 138 highly questionable. 

Thank you for your consideration of our thoughts. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Rachel Verdick & Jonathan Puskas 



          July 18, 2014 

Dear Members of the DRC 

 

Lake Oswego owes its charm and village character to those planners and citizens that spent 

more than 25 years and thousands of hours formulating a plan that would assure the town 

would have a very special identity. That plan still exists in the Urban Design Plan, The 

comprehensive Plan, East End Redevelopment Plan and the Community Development Code.  

 

The new revised plan for 207 high density apartments from Evergreen Group LLC does not 

meet the standards required on the Wizer Block 137 for the following: 

1.  Block 137 is one of the four specific blocks designated as our shopping district (our 

retail core) Not a residential block. The Urban Design Plan recognizes high density 

residential, but in another place.  

2. The buildings are still approximately 87% Residential Apartments. and the current retail 

space of 72,000 square feet will be cut almost by half.  With only 28,000 square feet of 

retail, and 8,500 square feet of commercial it cannot be considered as part of the retail 

core.  

3. The development does not meet the requirement for Village Character.  Defined as 

“small scale structures”.  It does not compliment blocks 136 and 138.    

4. The code calls for buildings to be two to three stories with the exception of four under 

certain circumstances.   The exception of a five foot step-back is a stretch, and should 

not apply.  Even if it did apply it does not complement blocks 136 & 138 is not Village 

Character.  

5. This proposal is not compatible with the surrounding buildings as required.  

Block 138 Lakeview Village sets the bar in size and mass.  Total square feet = 91,085  

Block 136 Oswego Townhomes (7 buildings)  Total square feet = 96,174 

Wizer block apartments (3 Buildings) Total Sq Ft. = 280,933 almost three times the size.  

6. It is too tall.  The Peak at Five Spice is at 41 ft. The Wizer peak across the street is at 

57’10” about a 40% difference.  The maximum height of 60 ft is not an entitlement. 

History 

Both adjacent properties Block 136 Oswego Village Townhomes, and Block 138 were reduced in 

size by citizen and city concern of traffic & parking problems.  Village Character was also a main 

Issue.   The Oswego Village Townhomes began with proposal for 80 units – and was reduced to 

39 units.  

Lakeview Village was proposed as a much larger complex which included residential.  The 

developer walked away and came back with what now sets the bar for Village Character and a 

guide for our four block shopping district, the retail core.   
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Negative Impacts 

In the Comprehensive Plan regarding the topic of density it requires that: Negative impacts can 

be resolved.   

The following are negative impacts that I believe cannot be resolved.  

Second Street – Effect on Oswego Village Townhomes 

1. Apartment loading and unloading zone is on Second Street:  

Average tenant turnover for apartments is 53% (National Apartment Association, Region 

VI Oregon).  If we use 53%, with 207 apartments this means that close to 206 moving 

trucks per year will be loading and unloading in this loading zone.  

2. Tenant Parking entrance is also on Second Street. 

The electronic tenant parking gate may open and close more than 200 times per day 

and with the noise of the added 33 hydraulic lifts to stack cars in the parking structure.  

The townhomes on Second Street will be unfairly affected.  

Farmers market:    

LO Parks and Rec. show that in the last three years we averaged 60 events with a total 

attendance of 21,000 people each year.   Consider the parking problem we have now.  

Our very unique market with the view of the lake would not survive on this great 

location.   

Exceptions and Variances 

Exceptions and variances should be used sparingly without violating what the property 

is zoned for.   In this case Block 137, it is zoned East End Commercial – Shopping District.  

 By using the exceptions the city staff allowed, the developer was allowed to put a high 

Density apartment complex in a retail core block.   This is what the codes should 

prevent.  

Lets do it right the first time  

The current East End Development plan is very important for the future of our town, 

and the generations to come.  The four block retail core, with a mixed use of 30 to 70    

housing units or boutique hotel was suggested.  A strong retail core will strengthen the 

value of our Village and bring enjoyment to all the citizens of Lake Oswego.   

Shall or may we be allowing an outside development company, with a team of political 

consultants, decide what is best for our town.   

 

Tom Grigg 

321 Third Street 

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

503-913-6497 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Reynolds, Janice
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:36 AM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block

 
 

From: Paul Carlson [mailto:paulc@pcasafety.com]  
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 8:02 AM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Subject: Wizer Block 
 
As a LO home and business owner I have been impressed with the work of the Design Review Commission.  The DRC’s 
evaluation of the proposed Wizer Block proposal has been thorough, rational and fair.  In my judgment, the revised 
Wizer block proposal fails to meet design and long term plan intent for this downtown area.  It will have a negative 
effect on the progressive and thoughtful development of the immediate area that has transpired so far.  I have no 
problem with people making money, but this development as proposed will have far greater negative short and long‐
term impacts on the economic prosperity of the downtown area and most importantly, the downtown’s viability.  A 
smaller, appropriately‐designated project will enhance rather than permanently destroy the livability of our beautiful 
city.  
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Paul Carlson, CIH 
PCA Health & Safety 
O 503.652.6040 
www.pcasafety.com 
C  503.880.4573 
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Reynolds, Janice

From: Hamilton, Leslie
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 4:38 PM
To: Reynolds, Janice
Subject: FW: Wizer Block Letter to DRC
Attachments: IMG_4118 - Version 2.jpeg; ATT00001.htm; IMG_4117.jpeg; ATT00002.htm; IMG_4123 

2.jpeg; ATT00003.htm

  

From: Joan Frank 
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 4:37:47 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada) 
To: Reynolds, Janice; Hamilton, Leslie 
Subject: Wizer Block Letter to DRC 

July 20, 2014 

Dear members of the DRC, 

I was taking a walk up A Avenue last Thursday, July 17th at 6pm and was astounded by the ever-increasing traffic in downtown 
Lake Oswego.  
From City Hall, you have a great view of this problem. 
On July 17th, there was gridlock from State Street to 8th Avenue. (See the pictures I've attached below.)  
 
Because the city is about to make a critical decision about constructing 207 new apartments on the Wizer Block, I am voicing 
my concern.  

For the past 25 years a large part of my career as a professional writer has involved doing research. Therefore I decided to look 
deeper into the statistics, trends and information regarding this development and its strategic location. 

Here are my views: 

During the City Hall hearing in early 2014, citizens voiced their concern about Kessi’s plan for constructing a high-density 
apartment complex in the 4-block area zoned as the compact shopping, retail core of the city. The redesign is 87% 
residential and 13% retail – which is an extremely weak interpretation of what this shopping street was envisioned to be. 
Even though Kessi has increased retail by 30% since his first design, the true statistics indicate retail space will be cut from 
71,0000 square feet to 36,5000. This nearly 50% reduction in retail, coupled with an increase of an estimated 300+ 
tenants, will put pressure on current retail businesses in the area. 

The city code calls for Village Character, as defined as “small scale structures.” Kessi’s redesign includes three buildings, 
averaging around 260 feet long, or more than two-thirds the length of football field. (A football field is 360 feet.) Again, 
Kessi has a faulty interpretation of small-scale structures. 

The traffic engineer for this project states this development won’t impact local traffic. Based on 207 apartments and their 
guests, plus retail employees and shoppers, we can expect a bare minimum of 300 new cars entering and leaving this area, 
which is locked on two sides by a lake and railroad tracks, and bordered by small residential streets in the Evergreen 
area on the third side. This leaves A Street as the main traffic artery. 

Considering cars average around 15.5 feet in length (which is a conservative estimate, considering how many trucks and SUVs 
are on the road) and each car leaves three or four feet of space in front of their vehicle while waiting at a stop light, this 
translates into about 20 feet of space per car. If 10% of those 300 cars are coming or leaving the development, this represents 30 
cars, or 600 feet of space. During rush hour, there’s a good chance 20% or 30% of those cars will be entering or leaving, which 
represents respectively 1,2000 or 1,800 feet of additional car space on our limited streets. To say that these additional 
cars will not impact traffic, violates the laws of physics. 
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Considering the current state of traffic already, we will indeed see a dramatic increase in gridlock by adding 600 more feet of 
traffic per every 10% of the 300 cars coming and going from this bottle-necked area. 

Now I’ll move on to another concern: The developer states this complex will appeal to two major demographic groups: Upscale 
young professionals and local empty nesters who wish to downsize.  

First, let’s look at the young professionals: If the rent for these units average around $2,000 monthly, and the common rule of 
expenditures show individuals spend one-third of their income on housing, that means the renter needs to earn roughly $6,000 a 
month, or $72,000 annually. Considering there aren’t many jobs in Lake Oswego that can support this salary, it requires 
most tenants to commute to their jobs, which are likely to be located in Portland or the western outlying areas, where large 
employers such as Nike and Intel are situated. 

Since Lake Oswego doesn’t have mass public transportation and biking isn’t a viable option for most, it means these 
tenants will commute by car, and will encounter the increasingly heavy traffic found both in Lake Oswego, and throughout 
Portland. 

Because young professions have a choice of where they want to live, many will avoid traffic-filled commutes in favor of 
locating to areas where public transportation and bicycling is an option. In addition, young professionals enjoy amenities such 
as a wide selection of restaurants and entertainment facilities that stay open late. Lake Oswego, for the most part tends to close 
up after 9pm or 10pm. As a result, the majority of young professionals may consider living in an area where they’ll have 
an easier commute to work and a greater choice of amenities that appeal to their demographic. 

Portland proper is addressing this need by developing hundreds of new quality apartments in areas such as North Williams 
Avenue and Lloyd Center, where young professional have access to a great many amenities, and can walk, bike or take public 
transportation to work. Many young professionals will choose such a location over commuting to work from Lake Oswego, 
where their options for entertainment are limited – unless they drive outside the area.  

As a result, these young professionals may decide, after satisfying their one-year lease, to relocate to an area more suitable to 
their lifestyle.    

Recent statistics from the National Apartment Association indicate the average, annual overall turnover rate for the 
Pacific Region, including Oregon is 53%. (For reference, the average percentage countrywide ranges from 46% to 58% 
turnover rate.) Based on this 53% turnover rate amongst 207 units, approximately 110 units will be vacated per year, and 110 
will be refilled. This equates to 220 apartment moves per year. Considering most residents in this complex will require a 
moving truck parked on 2nd street, this street will be congested with one or more moving trucks up to 60% of the year, 
based on 220 moves over 365 calendar days. However, the more likely scenario is that tenants will move on the weekends, 
exactly when most visitors come to this area to enjoy such events as the Farmers Market. (In other words, adding even more 
congestion.) 

Now, let’s review the empty nester demographic that Kezzi hopes will be selling their homes to move into the development: 

Several years ago during the real estate slowdown when the 555 2nd Street residential units were completed, the developer was 
having trouble selling those condos. The sentiment at the time was that people wanted to rent instead of own. This was pointed 
out as one of the reasons for building apartments on the Wizer block. However, if you look at long-term statistics, the majority 
of people who have the resources to buy a home, condo or townhouse, still prefer ownership over renting. This is especially 
true if empty nesters plan to reside in their home for at least several years. For them, it makes economic sense to buy. 

Long-standing Lake Oswego residents who sell their homes often have equity available after their sale closes. They can either 
invest that money in another property to preserve that equity and possibly see a gain in their investment, or they can 
pay $2,000 a month on a rental with no hopes of return on that expenditure. If they chose to pay monthly rent, they will 
need to put their equity elsewhere. Their two main choices are putting it in a bank where it will earn less than 1% interest, or 
putting it in riskier investments that can lose principal. This alone is one reason many empty nesters purchase a condo: It 
preserves their equity while they live in it, rent-free. 

People choose to live in an apartment for three main reasons: 1) They don’t have the equity to buy a home. 2) They want the 
freedom to move and do not want to commit to living somewhere long term. 3) They don’t want to upkeep a property 
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themselves. The first two reasons don’t apply to Lake Oswego’s long-standing empty nesters who have the equity to downsize 
and want to stay in the area permanently. In terms of property upkeep, if these empty nesters purchase a condo, they don’t have 
to worry about that either.   

Therefore, the large expected influx of Lake Oswego’s empty nesters moving into this apartment complex is in question. If the 
two demographic groups that the developer is expecting to rent these apartments don’t materialize, this development will be 
another white elephant like the WEB building. 

Now if we put these demographic concerns aside, and say that Kessi is able to fill up this apartment complex, the tenants will be 
ideally situated to take advantage of Lake Oswego’s amenities. They’ll have a private courtyard in the center of the complex, 
Millennium Park as their backyard, and they’ll have shops downstairs geared to their needs, such as a groomer for the influx of 
dogs, and a convenient pharmacy. 

This is good news for the tenants, but for the rest of Lake Oswego’s residents, this apartment changes everything for the 
worse. We’ll see hundreds of additional people crowding into the Farmer’s Market and occupying the scarce outdoor 
tables in Millennium Park, as well as hundreds of additional people vying for the limited restaurant seating in town. 

The developer’s team and proponents state that the tenants will leave their cars home. This is only partially true. I lived in an 
apartment on First and C Street for 16 months, and although I did enjoy doing local errands by foot, most tenants drove 
regularly to shopping areas, malls, doctors offices and to visit friends and restaurants outside of our little area. On our way out, 
we’d park at the local post office, the hardware store, the supermarket, etc to do business. The new tenants of the Wizer 
development will be doing the same thing, crowding the small retail and service parking lots with their cars on their way out of 
town. They will not be walking everywhere, they will use their 300 cars. 

Even financially, this project isn’t a win-win for the majority of Lake Oswego. Although we've been told it will bring in over 
$600,000 a year in taxes, that's a long way off. I've been told we will also incur an additional $5 million debt for this 
development and another $500,000 or so, for 2nd Street improvements. This is not a gain for current Lake Oswego residents. 

To summarize, this “mixed-use” apartment complex is a liability for the vast majority of Lake Oswego citizens and for our 
downtown. It robs us of 25% of our precious 4-block compact shopping retail core, replacing it with 87% high-density 
apartments. This is not a benefit, this is a parasite, using up Lake Oswego’s amenities, and giving us nothing in return except 
inconvenience, traffic and congestion. 

The informed people in Lake Oswego know this. We also understand why paid political advisors and a public relations firm 
have been employed to try and sway our opinions. And we can’t help but lose faith in our city planners, managers and city 
counsel if common sense, the city’s long-term vision and the outcry from the community are all ignored, in favor of profit for a 
few. 

After 100 years of Lake Oswego’s remarkable heritage, and what the citizens of this town have done to make this one of the top 
ten places to live in the country – it’s tragic to watch the truth be ignored. As city planners and decision makers, the legacy of 
Lake Oswego rests in your hands. Please choose responsibly. Lake Oswego can be improved or destroyed by your 
decision. 

Please hold out for a better development option for the Wizer block. We only have one chance to get this right. Let's stick to 
the original vision of proportionate mixed-use redevelopment in our 4-block zoned compact shopping district.   

This is YOUR legacy. We are counting on you to listen and do the right thing. 

  

Sincerely, 

Gale Frank, Lake Oswego resident 

333 South State Street, V125, Lake Oswego, OR 97034.  
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: Stephanie Lynch <salynch@cox.net>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 12:32 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: 7/21/14 DRC consideration of Wizer Block redevelopment

Dear DRC members, 
 
I am writing to express my concerns about the proposed development of the Wizer Block.  I live at 326 2nd Street, across 
the street from the project. 
 
My concerns deal with both macro and micro aspects of the project and are as follows: 
 
1. The proposed development is too massive in design scale. It is simply out of proportion to its surroundings. 
 
2. It is also too massive in terms of number of people injected into said space.  There will simply be too many people in 
that space. 
 
3. Which leads into the pet waste problem.  Portlanders love their pets and are going to take them out for walks 
regardless of what poop‐pad arrangements are available in the garage.  They will not take them north or east into the 
retail areas.  They will go to Millennium Plaza or across the street to our neighborhood.  Neither is acceptable, 
considering the sheer volume under consideration.  A direct result of the too‐large scale size of the project. 
 
4. The traffic generated will be unmanageable.  The traffic studies done to date have been flawed and are misleading.  
They need to look at the whole picture, not just the corner of 2nd and Evergreen.  I shudder to think of the bottleneck 
along A from 4:00‐7:00 weekdays, as well as the backups trying to access A.  The problems associated with the 
residential traffic generated by a project of that size have yet to be adequately addressed.  Again, a result of the scale of 
the project. 
 
5. The developers have said that the leases will be one‐year leases.  There will be 200+ apartments.  If 3/4 of them turn 
over each year, there will be a moving van directly in front of our home every other day.  Or perhaps we might go a 
month without one and then have a backup all at once.  Literally, a backup, since the only designated residential loading 
area is across the street from our home.  This is yet another of the issues which is antithetical to maintaining the 
character of our neighborhood.  Once again, a problem of scale. 
 
Lastly, my concern is that if approved, this massive project will set the bar for future development in downtown Lake 
Oswego.  It is simply not an appropriate size for the designated space.  Perhaps out on Kruse Way, but not in our 
downtown.   
 
Please reject this proposed development. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Stephanie Lynch 
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Statement to the DRC – July 21, 2014 

This statement is made as an individual; however, I do have some relevant experience having 

been in charge of planning and development for a large retail chain in the past. In that position, I 

in many respects had the “side” Mr. Kessi represents here. My statement here is in general 

terms not related to any particular specification of the proposed development. I do wish to 

reference the Development Code and in particular, “village character”. 

What is a village? Webster defines it among other things as larger than a hamlet and smaller 

than a town. Within that same source a city is larger than a town. A city is according to Webster 

a usually large or important municipality. While Lake Oswego is called a “city”, I believe it is 

more likely a town than a city according to Webster. However, our technical definition is less 

important than what our code says about what we want to be, particularly in our downtown 

development area. 

The code specifically uses the term “village character” several times in referring to the 

downtown area. So it seems that while we call ourselves a city we, in fact, want to see our 

downtown as a village. The code gets much more specific. 

Village character is defined in the relevant code as “a community of small scale structures that 

appears and operates like a traditional small town”. The code goes on to say that it is “typically 

composed of small scale structures”. 

This appears to be very clear language to me. Again, I return to Webster. One of the defining 

elements of a town is “an English village having a periodic fair or market”. This seems very clear 

a village which has some form of “drawing people” to an area perhaps like a Farmer’s Market. 

This seems to be exactly what Lake Oswego’s downtown has become and is today. 

But let’s go a little further on what code says about “village character” (CDC 50.05.400 4). Here 

are a few excerpts: 

 “creates a sense of community” 

 “attracts people to the downtown” 

 “in the same manner using similar design concepts as a historic small town” 

These statements seem very clear to me as I am sure they are to you. 

This is where the proposed development hits a wall as far as I am concerned.  

Presently, our Downtown Redevelopment District (CDC 50.05.004) has a real village feel. Most 

of the structures within the four blocks of the downtown retail/commercial district are single 

story. There are a few larger structures; however, within the area they fit in very nicely. They are 

of a scale particularly on the facings of A Avenue and First Street that the “village character” is 

maintained. No structure dominates the area in scale or frontage. 

Most of the downtown area consists of small (not large chain) shops and locally owned 

restaurants. This gives you a real feeling of community and attracts people to the downtown at 
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all hours of the day. It upholds the feel of a historic small town. In sum, we residents like it. It is 

part of what drew my wife and me to Lake Oswego three years ago. We came from a bustling, 

large city in California; we escaped to Lake Oswego! 

There are several reasons why I believe that the proposed development does not fit with our 

“village character” as defined by code and our current downtown. 

First, this would be the initial building in the four block area specifically along A Avenue and First 

and Second Streets that is over two stories tall. A village quite simply does not have four floor 

buildings. Have you ever seen anything claiming to be a village with four story buildings? 

Further, CDC 500.05.400 5.d states that “new and remodeled building shall be no greater than 

three stories tall” and further states in CDC 500.05.400 5 d.i.2 that “The site is sloping and the 

structure has three or fewer stories on the uphill side”. The proposed site is sloping; however, it is 

also greater than 3 stories on the uphill side facing A Avenue.  

Second, how does this proposed building attract people to the downtown? In the proposal there 

is substantially less retail than currently exists in the Wizer building today on a square footage 

basis so that will not be a draw. There may be an additional restaurant. But beyond that I 

believe that the significant number of people who would reside in the proposed development will 

not be a draw; they will be, in fact, a negative and that the draw to downtown will be reduced. 

Our “village character” area already has enough traffic that people complain about it regularly. 

Adding additional residents to the area will only exacerbate that whether or not traffic studies 

define it as bearable. 

Third, does the proposal fit “in the same manner…as historic small towns”? I’ve been to a lot of 

historic small towns and have never seen a four story building in any of them. No matter what 

façade is placed on it this will be a large if not very large building compared not just to Lake 

View Village but to all the other buildings in the relevant four block area. Further, how do 207 

residences fit into the “village character”? Villages usually have shops not large amounts of 

residences in their core. The center of the village is where people come to shop, eat, gather, 

talk, etc., not live. 

To me then the proposed project just does not fit with our “village character” no matter to 

architectural accommodations as required by the code. Therefore I urge you to not approve this 

project based on the “village character” factor alone. It does not fit our “village” as I have shown 

in this statement. 

But I want to also ask you to understand where I believe our planning staff is coming from and 

why they are encouraging you to “approve” this proposal. As a citizen, looking at the approval 

process for Lake View Village, I found that staff actively worked with citizens particularly the 

neighborhoods to make the project acceptable. There were only two people who testified at the 

Lake View Village review by your predecessor body – the Presidents of the two neighborhoods 

affected by the project, First Addition and Evergreen. Each testified in support of the project! Not 

so today. Those same two people will speak against this proposal I believe as will many others. 



Why is this happening? I believe it is because city staff no longer sees itself as the citizens’ 

advocates there to represent the will of the citizens. City staff apparently has its own agenda 

which closely represents the agenda of Metro for more dense population within the urban 

growth boundary. Therefore, city staff if they have not already will tell you “village character” 

does not apply; it stands in the way of their agenda and they have recently tried to have the 

term removed from the code. Ignore them; if it is in the code it applies. 

In closing, I implore you to listen to us the people of Lake Oswego and not take “direction” from 

City staff. You represent us; you do not work for staff, and you have the right to refuse this 

project on a broad array of grounds as I am sure many who testify will tell you on terms much 

more technical than those I have used. 

However, I want to ask you in closing to not approve this project quite simply because it does 

not fit with “village character”. 

Gerry Good 

312 9th Street 



 



July 21, 2014 

To: DRC Members 

Subject:  Block 137 

The real question to be decided is whether a 207 apartment complex should be located in a prime 

commercial block in the middle of downtown Lake Oswego.  Not whether the people of Lake Oswego 

would like to see this block redeveloped-they would. Not whether the developer is experienced or 

reliable-he is.  Not whether the apartments have some nice elements and a pedestrian walk through-

they have.  Not whether the renters would enjoy the location near the lake and Millennium Park-they 

would.   

The big problem in locating a 207 apartment complex on this particular block is that it has no exits to the 

south because of the lake and to the east because of Lake View Village.  We may love to walk but 

everyone also drives a car: to work, to the dentist, to church, to shop and eat at other locations.  “A” 

Avenue is already a very congested street at various times during the day.  207 apartments will make the 

traffic in this area much worse. 

I have spent more than two hours reading the original application and looking at the drawings.  I also 

spent about the same time after this latest submission.  The developer has definitely improved the 

project.  However, sometimes it is difficult to imagine from the renderings how massive this apartment 

complex really is.  I went to look at the new 4-story apartments being built across from The Claim 

Jumper restaurant and I also looked at the 4-story apartments that were built across from Old Wives 

Tales restaurant.  4-story apartment buildings are very, very large, even when the architectural details 

improve them.  The mass of the buildings across A Ave and on Second Street is really significant and will 

have a large impact on the city.  All 6 Lake View Village buildings have less square footage than the 

Proposed Building C. 

If this development were to be located between “B” & “C” Ave or in the Pearl, I would support it.  207 

apartments (87% of the development) on the main street in Lake Oswego’s key commercial block is just 

not the best development for the downtown area.  I urge you to deny this large apartment complex 

being located on Block 137 as not appropriate for our commercial retail core. 

 

Sincerely,  
Susan Hornung 
27 Tanglewood Dr. 
Lake Oswego 
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Commissioners:  

 

I would like to express my opposition to the Wizer Block 137 redesign. While I am FOR 

redevelopment, I believe that further re-design is needed to address these issues: 

 

Number 1: The low percentage of retail-commercial space - 13% - and high percentage 

of residential space - 87% - proposed in an area designed as a "shopping district" and 

part of the East End BUSINESS District. I urge you to not allow the ground-floor 

residential units as per the City Code in order to help decrease the amount of residential 

space and increase the retail-commercial space.  

 

Number 2: The traffic and parking issues that will arise for both customers and residents 

and the strain it will put on City resources.  

 

Number 3:  Protect our views of the lake per Section 7C of the View Protection section of 

the code. it states: "Public gathering places shall be designed to maximize any available 

[views] toward Lakewood Bay."  With the current design, the "public gathering places"  - 

which I believe are not the same as gathering places for residents - are at GROUND-

FLOOR level and are either within the pedestrian walkway, or primarily oriented toward 

views of A Avenue or Lake View Village; not toward Lakewood Bay.  

 

Number 4: Protect the character of Millennium Plaza Park. Don't let too many people 

and too many dogs destroy a treasured gathering spot and centerpiece of Lake Oswego.  

 

What you decide NOW will impact not only this project, but future redevelopment 

projects as well.  Please preserve and protect our village character.  Thank you.  

 

Diane Schweisguth 

462 5th Street  

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

503-344-4582 
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Hamilton, Leslie

From: HearonRTRK@aol.com
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 2:44 PM
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: Fwd: Block 137 Wizer Project Concerns for DRC Meeting 7/21/14

I want to make sure this has been forwarded/included for tonight. 
Please disregard if you have already received this. 
  

From: HearonRTRK@aol.com 
To: JReynolds@ci.oswego.or.us, planning@ci.oswego.or.us 
Sent: 7/18/2014 5:50:56 P.M. Pacific Daylight Time 
Subj: Block 137 Wizer Project Concerns for DRC Meeting 7/21/14 

  
I would like this letter submitted to the Development Review Commission. 
  
I have several concerns about the project in it's current revision. This project is still not a good 
fit for the location in the core of downtown Lake Oswego. It doesn't compliment the adjacent 
properties and it's massive size will overwhelm this location in many ways. 
  
This area is zoned for commercial mixed use and is designated as part of the four 
block compact shopping district. Any development on Block 137 should have a majority of the 
square footage dedicated to retail and commercial businesses. It should not be a 
concentrated residential project. Such a development would be much more appropriate a few 
blocks removed from the core of our downtown. The current proposal includes 207 
apartments with 87% residential and only 13% retail/commercial.  The developer has barely 
increased the retail/commercial percentage from the previous 10%. This is just not acceptable 
since the project effectively decreases the current retail square footage on that block from 
71,000 square feet to only 36,500 square feet of retail. 
  
Mayor Studebaker previously pledged "Redevelopment, growth and zoning should preserve 
and enhance the character of Lake Oswego … (the) city should not confuse wise 
development with increased density in our neighborhoods." I feel strongly that the city council, 
mayor and DRC should honor their commitments to serve Lake Oswego citizens and not 
make exceptions to the city's code for this development. The high density of this project will 
have a very negative impact on the traffic in this area and the overall experience that citizens 
currently enjoy when they visit the heart of our downtown, Millennium Park, and surrounding 
businesses. 
  
New or remodeled structures should be designed to compliment structures on adjacent block 
138, Lake View Village, Millennium Park and the townhouses on Block 136.This project's 
large apartment complex is almost 3 times the size of surrounding buildings. I am concerned 
about the size, density, and the impact of increased dogs and traffic.  
  
All of the proposed buildings remain four stories high, and the corners of each building 
are much higher than the adjacent corners on blocks 136 and 138.  The St. Honore building in 
Lakeview Village peaks at only 41.5 feet while the new Wizer corner building opposite this 
location would have a peak of nearly 58 feet. That's quite a difference! Lake Oswego's City 
code defines village character as 'a community of small-scale structures'.  Lakeview Village 
accomplishes this with a mix of two and three story buildings, with significant breaks between 
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buildings, and a public courtyard.  The Wizer project would fill the block with just three 4-story 
buildings and a PRIVATE central courtyard.  The facades of the proposed Wizer block 
buildings are also not 'small-scale'.  The longest facades of adjacent blocks 136 and 138 are 
160 linear feet, while each of the Wizer Block buildings have facades of up to 260 feet. There 
are just too many apartments in this project. Any development on this site should have far 
fewer apartments, if any at all, and certainly no more than neighboring blocks. 
  
The current Wizer project will worsen the downtown parking situation. The latest revision 
reduces by60 spaces the total number of underground parking spaces provided.  The new 
plan proposes that 29 spaces of the required residential visitor parking would be on the street; 
residential parking now provides only 1.04 underground parking spaces for each residential 
unit.  For combined retail and 'public' parking, the development will provide only 155 spaces.  
This number of parking spaces seems far from adequate to serve the needs of residents, 
visitors and customers. In fact I think there would be an overall reduction in public parking 
spaces currently available while increasing the demand in the area with the new apartments.  
Lakeview Village, a much smaller set of buildings, currently provides a total of 367 parking 
stalls.   
  
The amount of increased traffic due to trips to and from these new 207 apartments will create 
gridlock throughout the day. It is already nearly impossible to get through downtown Lake 
Oswego in late afternoons and this project will exacerbate the current situation. I don't 
understandhow the developer's traffic studies can honestly show that this will not be the case. 
  
Finally, I have a real concern about the likely addition of dozens of dogs owned by residentsin 
this proposed project that need somewhere to relieve themselves. There will likely be a 
concentrated use of the small area of grass in Millennium Park or along the sidewalks and 
pavement when the dogs "can't make it". After a recent trip to Manhattan Beach in California 
where I saw a concentrated use of the sidewalks (since dogs aren't allowed on that beach) I 
am increasingly concerned that this increased dog population will likely create the same 
problem I noticed in CA - a strong aroma of urine and feces since the smell is not easily 
removed even if owners do pick up after their pet. This smell will be a real detriment to 
outdoor use of the current patios of neighboring restaurants and Millennium Park Plaza.I don't 
want to see this location turned into the backyard of the Wizer apartment development. It is 
the heart of our downtown and should continue to be the vibrant area it is now without all the 
negative impacts this development will most certainly bring to our downtown core. 
  
I fully agree with the editorial in the July 17th Lake Oswego Review "The city should 
maintain its compact shopping district and think about what is best for Lake Oswego in 
the long term. And when the Development Review Commission meets July 21 to 
discuss plans for the Wizer Block, it should reject the Kessi proposal." This is just not 
the right development for this location. 
 
 
Terri Hearon 
1977 Egan Way 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
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